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INTRODUCTION 

The MADS-box family of transcription factors play key 
roles in the control of development and signal 
transduction in eukaryotes (1). The MADS family 
contains a DNA-binding domain (MADS box) and 
includes two main lineages, type I and type II, both of 
which are present in plants, animals and fungi (2). Type 
II MADS-box proteins of plants,also named as MIKC-
type proteins, possess three more domains than Type I 
MADS-box proteins: intervening (I) domain, keratin-
like (K) domain and C-terminal (C) domain. In plants 
MIKC-type genes are involved in several important 
developmental processes, such as flower morphogenesis, 
ovule development, vegetative growth, embryogenesis 
and fruit formation, and through phylogenetic analysis 
based on sequence comparison, they have been 
classified into 13 subfamilies (3). The MIKC 
transcription factors controlling floral organ identity are 
the best characterized. Analysis of homeotic floral 
mutants of Arabidopsis resulted in the formulation of the 
ABCDE genetic model, which explains how the 
combined functions and organ-specific expression of 
five gene classes (A, B, C, D and E) specify the identity 
of the floral organs (sepals, petals, stamens and carpels), 
forming the four concentric whorls, and ovules (4,5). 
The most comprehensive cloning and characterization of 
MIKC genes of grasses have been carried out in maize 
and rice (6,7). In this study we extend a detailed 
characterization of the diversity and complexity of 
MIKC-type genes to hexaploid wheat. 

CLONING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
MIKC-TYPE MADS-BOX GENES IN WHEAT 

The 34 available sequences of MIKC-type genes of rice 
(7) and 37 of Arabidopsis (3) were exploited to BLAST 
search the public databases of wheat ESTs: TIGR wheat 
gene index database (TaGI, version 10), HarvEST wheat 
(version 1.13) and NCBI. The 29 identified non-
redundant MIKC-type consensus sequences were used 
as templates for 5’ and 3’ RACE extensions. Full-length 
cDNAs of the 29 putative wheat MIKC-type genes from 
various plant tissues were obtained using primer pairs 
specific for the very 5’ and 3’ ends, The products of five 
independent RT-PCR reactions for each of the 29 primer 
pairs were cloned and sequenced. For 15 primer pairs 
the five full-length cDNAs exhibited the same sequence, 
whereas the five clones obtained by each of the 
remaining 14 primer 

Table 1. Characteristics of nucleotide and deduced amino 
acid sequences of 45 full-length cDNAs of wheat MIKC-
type genes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pairs showed either two or three similar but not identical 
sequences. A code of Ta, the first two letters of Triticum 
aestivum was assigned to each sequence, followed by the 
name of its orthologous gene of Arabidopsis identifying 
the corresponding MIKC phylogenetic subfamily. 
Multiple sequences clustering into the same subfamily 
were designed by an additional number (1-6) and the 
different clones obtained by the same primer pair were 
distinguished by an additional letter (A-C) (Table 1). 
Search for conserved motifs using the Pfam HMMs, 
InterPro and SMART databases revealed that proteins 
encoded by the 45 full-length wheat cDNAs showed the 
modular structure typical of plant MIKC-type MADS-
box proteins (Table 1). Four wheat cDNAs showed N-
terminal extensions upstream their MADS-box domain: 
TaAG-1 (36 aa), TaSOC1-2 (33 aa), TaAG-2A (37 aa) 
and TaAG-2B (37 aa). On the basis of sequence 
homology three of them (TaAG-1, TaAG-2A and 
TaAG-2B) were assigned to the subfamily including the 
gene Agamous of Arabidospsis, whose members are 
characterized by N-terminal extensions. The presence of 
the N-terminal extension is less obvious for TaSOC1-2, 
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which belongs to the SOC1/AGL20 subfamily, whose 
other members do not possess it; therefore its origin and 
functional meaning would require further studies. 
Multiple cDNAs cloned from independent 
amplifications with the same primer pair showed high 
identity (over 90%) at both nucleotide and amino acid 
levels, most probably because they derived from 
transcripts of MADS box genes located in 
homoeologous chromosomes. Most mutations detected 
in the coding region of the putative homoeologous 
cDNA sequences consisted of nucleotide substitutions, 
with prevalence of synonymous substitutions, and of 
short in-frame insertions/deletions (indels) of three, six 
and nine nucleotides, whereas the 5’ and 3’ untranslated 
regions showed higher rates of base substitutions and of 
indels of variable length (data not shown). The most 
remarkable differences observed among putative 
homoeologous sequences consisted of two frameshift 
mutations, in the C-terminal regions of the clone pairs 
TaSEP-2A/TaSEP-2B and TaAG-4A/TaAG-4B. 
Previous studies in other plant species have shown that 
frameshift mutations in the C-terminal domain of 
specific ancestral MADS-box MIKC-type genes may 
have contributed to their structural and functional 
divergence (8). 
Southern analyses showed the presence in hexaploid 
wheat of three homoeologous copies for each of the 29 
identified MIKC-type sequence (23 of them in Fig. 1), 
indicating that the genome of T. aestivum contains at 
least 87 (29x3) type II MIKC MADS-box genes. This 
assumption was further supported by aneuploid analysis 
of six sequences assigned by phylogenetic analysis to 
the SEP/AGL2 subfamily. The three homoeologous 
sequences of both TaSEP-1 and TaSEP-2 were located 
in chromosome arms 4AS, 4BL and 4DL (Fig. 2a and 
2d), those of TaSEP3 and TaSEP-5 in the long arms of 
group 5 chromosomes (Fig. 2b and 2e) and those of 
TaSEP-4 and TaSEP-6 in the short arms of group 7 
chromosomes (Fig. 2c and 2f).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The chromosome arm locations of the six SEP-like 
genes of wheat were compatible with the map locations 
of their orthologous genes of rice and maize. In fact 
syntenic relationships, and sometimes high collinearities, 
have been shown between the chromosomal regions 
where the SEP-like genes of rice and maize are located 
and the 4, 5 and 7 chromosome homoeologous groups 
wherein the wheat genes were located (Table 2). 
 
Table 2. Chromosome arm locations and syntenic relation-
ships between the SEP-like genes of wheat, rice and maize. 

 
 
 
 
 

*The chromosomal locations of SEP-like genes from rice and maize 
have been reported by Lee et al. (7) and Munster et al. (6). 
 
PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS 
 

The evolutionary relationships between cloned wheat 
cDNAs and other known MIKC-type genes of plants 
were studied by the phylogeny reconstruction of 125 
amino acid sequences deduced from 33 genes from 
Arabidopsis, 31 from rice, 32 from maize and 29 from 
wheat. The phylogenetic analysis revealed that 28 of the 
29 non-homoeologous cDNA sequences of wheat were 
assigned to 11 of the 13 known plant subclasses of the 
MIKC-type gene family, whereas TA-WM16 and its 
putative ortholog OsMADS32 of rice formed a separate 
clade. More extensive analyses would be needed to 
verify whether the Arabidopsis orthologs of these genes 
have been lost or are present only in monocot or grass 
genomes. The absence in wheat of sequences 

Figure 1. Southern analysis of the hexaploid wheat cv
Chinese Spring (CS) genomic DNA digested with EcoRI 
(EI), BamHI (B), HindIII (H), EcoRV (EV) and SacI (S) 
and hybridised with specific probes of 23 MIKC-type 
sequences of wheat cloned in this study. 

Figure 2. Southern analysis of genomic DNA digested
with BamHI (a and c), HindIII (d and e), SacI (b) and
EcoRI (f) from CS and its nulli-tetrasomic and di-
telosomic lines of homoeologous groups 4 (a and d), 5 (b
and e) and 7 (c and f) and hybridised with specific
probes for each of the six wheat SEP-like sequences.  
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homologous to FLC- and AGL15-like genes is consistent 
with previous studies, which found these genes only in 
Brassicaceae species, but not in other plants, even not in 
the sequenced genome of rice (3,7). These data indicate 
that at least 11 subfamilies of MIKC genes are common 
to both monocot and dicot species and that at least many 
different MIKC genes were carried by the common 
ancestor of monocots and dicots. Moreover, in 
agreement with previous phylogenetic studies, our 
results demonstrate that several gene duplications 
occurred in the lineage that originated grass species, 
preceding the separation of the lineages that led to extant 
maize, rice and wheat. Our phylogenetic analysis 
identified 27 minimal clades containing putative 
orthologs from both wheat and rice, 22 of them included 
also maize genes. The lack of maize orthologs in five 
minimal clades (belonging to the subfamilies AGL12, 
AGL17, SOC1/AGL20 and OsMADS32) could be due 
either to incomplete MIKC gene sampling in that species 
or to their deletion after maize speciation. On the basis 
of these lines of evidence at least 22 (probably 27) 
MIKC genes were carried by the common ancestor of 
maize, rice and wheat, which diverged about 50-70 
MYA. This represents a significant increase in 
comparison to the 11 MIKC-type genes that would have 
been present about 200 MYA in the common ancestor of 
monocots and eudicots. Most likely the increase of 
MIKC genes in the progenitor of grass species was 
caused by multiple duplications followed by gene 
diversification and could have been a key factor in the 
evolution of the complex inflorescences common to the 
species belonging to the Poaceae family.  
 
THE ABCDE MODEL OF FLOWER ORGAN 
IDENTITY IN WHEAT 
 
The expression of the wheat cDNAs corresponding to 
the genes of the homeotic classes, A, B, Bs, C, D, and E 
was analysed by RT-PCR, quantitative real time RT-
PCR and northern blot hybridisation in 18 different plant 
tissues and floral organs of Chinese Spring (data not 
shown). The expression patterns of these genes were 
compared with those of functionally characterised 
MADS-box genes of Arabidopsis and monocot species, 
such as rice and maize, in the same phylogenetic clades. 
Potential functions of the wheat genes corresponding to 
the cloned MADS-box sequences were assumed on the 
basis of sequence similarities and comparable expression 
patterns. The morphology of the grass flowers is quite 
different from that of dicots. However, molecular 
genetic studies of maize and rice suggest that lemma and 
palea are flower organs homologous to sepals of dicots 
and lodicules are modified petals, therefore the ABC 
model can effectively be extended to grass species (9). 
On the basis of these considerations and of the 
phylogenetic and expression analyses of the cloned 
cDNAs, we propose an adaptation of the “ABCDE 
model” of Arabidopsis to wheat. The wheat MIKC genes 
encoding the products, which most likely provide the A, 
B, C, D and E functions, are shown in Fig. 3. The 
additional function B sister (Bs) provided by TaGGM13 

was introduced andmight be required together with the C 
and D functions for specifying the identities of carpels 
and ovules. The wheat class E (SEP-like) genes were 
split into the functional groups E1 and E2. The E1 
activity would be provided by TaSEP-3 and TaSEP-4, 
whose redundant functions would be required for the 
development of lodicules, stamens and carpel. The E2 
activity would be accomplished by TaSEP-1 and TaSEP-
2, which are orthologs of the rice gene LHS1, and by 
TaSEP-5 and TaSEP-6.Theaction of these genes would 
be required specifically, together with that of the class A 
genes, for determining the lemma/palea identity. The 
expression patterns of TaSEP-1, TaSEP-2 and TaSEP-5 
indicate that the corresponding genes would be involved 
also in the development of the reproductive organs of 
wheat flowers. Although the existence of functional A 
genes in grass species remains controversial, based on 
our expression analyses TaAP1-3 would likely be the 
putative wheat functional equivalent of AP1 in 
Arabidopsis. The model presented here is mainly 
intended as a working hypothesis. Functional 
characterisation of the isolated wheat MIKC-type genes 
using loss- and gain-of-function mutants, analyses of 
transcript expression by in situ hybridisation and 
identification of protein-protein interaction patterns by 
yeast two-hybrid experiments will be required to 
confirm their role in flower organogenesis. 
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Figure 3. The ABCDE model of flower organ identity in 
wheat. 


